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Assuming that a hundred people trying to back up the content of a DVD or transfer video on
DVDS to different formats, to edit or simply play its video on another platform, none of them
wants to mess with bitrates, frame rate, audio/video codecs, or answer any questions about
"passes".

A powerful yet simple-to-use software program is what you need. DVD Ripper for Mac
facilitates copying DVD to hard drive and ripping DVD to AVI (DivX, XviD), MOV,
MPEG-1/MPEG-2/MPEG-4, WMV, MP4, H.264, 3GP and FLV, etc. all the copy protection
issues like regional code, restriction, encryption, etc can be carefully taken care of.

The idea of watching popular TV episodes or entire movies from your iPod, iPhone,
Blackberry or 3G phone sounds like a day dream, until one realizes that Apple entirely
expects you to pay separately for an iTunes copy of the flick. DVD Ripper on Mac enables
you to converting DVD video for playback on media players and mobile devices as simple as
few mouse clicks.

The intuitive design of the movie editing function within Mac DVD Ripper empowers you to
trim, crop, rotate and merge video files so that you can accurately select a title, a chapter or a
part of the chapter to edit and transcode to different format. You can tweak resolution, frame
rate, bitrate, audio channel and adding video effect depending on what project you are
working on. 

Key functions

Rip DVD (consumer and commercial) movies to different formats:

Video: AVI, MOV, MPG, MP4, H.264/AVC, DV, M4V, 3GP, 3G2, MPEG-1, MPEG-2,
MPEG-4, WMV, DivX, RM, XviD, VOB, FLV, SWF, MKV. 

 Audio only: 

MP3, AAC, FLAC, AMR, M4A, WMA, WAV, RA, M4A, AC3, AIFF, MP2, MKA  

Get DVD on Media Players and Mobile Devices

iPhone, iPod, Blackberry, PSP, Creative Zen, Apple TV, 3G phone, Gphone. 

 Rip DVD to Videos with Little Fuss

Decrypt DVDs, remove copy preventions and make disks unrestricted and region-free. 
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Edit video Clip segments, merge files, crop video size, add special effect, adjust subtitle,
customize output file size and adjust various settings like video codec to get featured videos. 

 Snap still image from video

Take snapshot from DVD movies and store them as different formats like JPG, BMP, and
PNG. 

Best Online Service and free upgrade service

You can bring your question to us through email, Skype, Yahoo Messanger and over phone
call
We provide free upgrade service periodically.

System Requirements

Processor: PowerPC® G5 or Intel® processor
OS Supported: Mac OS X v10.5
Hardware Requirements: 512MB RAM, Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit
graphics card or higher
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